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SUMMARY 

A model Internal-expansion propelling nozzle with conical diver- 

gence of IO0 semi-angle, area ratio 2.9 (design pressure ratio 20), paral- 

lel afterbody and thin annular base, has been tested both in quiescent air 

and in external flow over the range of Mach number 0.7 to 2.4. Measure- 

ments have been made of nozzle base pressure, and thrust efficiencies 

derived vrlth reference to both ambient and base pressure levels. Inter- 

nal thrust efflciencles with external flow agree 51th those in quiescent 

air, provuied thai the boundary layer IS in the same state in both cases. 

"Replaces N.G.T.E. M.371 - ~~c.26 491 
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1.0 Introduction 

Current interest in supersonic transport aircraft raises many ques- 
tions concerning l3ropelling nozzle performance. In this context it 1s 
valuable to know just how good an efficiency can be obtained fron a simple 
convergent-divergent de Lava1 type of nozzle throughout the range of typi- 
cal operating conditions. Simulation of external flow is clearly essen- 
teal, in that a representative base pressure must be applied, as this will 
determine the nozzle internal expansion condltlons. Cn present know- 
ledge, theoretical prediction of base pressure is in many oases unreli- 
able, and experimental measurements have therefore been undertaken. 

The system adopted was for simplicity of testing axisymmetrlo, with 
a parallel afterbody and the smallest practicable base area, so as to cor- 
respond with an installation having as high a level of base pressure as 
possible. 

2.0 - Description of test equipment 

The external flow rig used for these tests had two alternative 
working sections as shown in Figure 1, with common supply and exhaust 
arrangements. Each line comprised a nozzle, viewing sectlon and pressure 
recovery diffuser. The upper or transonic line gave external flow Mach 
numbers in the range 0.7 to 1.5, and the lower or supersonic line covered 
the range 1.3 to 2.4. Test models were carried on a long parallel hollow 
stmg, passing through the throat of the test lone nozzles, and this sting 
assembly could be interchanged between the two external flow lines and a 
quiescent air line as desired. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the arrangement of the sting carrier section, 
which fitted immediately ahead of either external flow nozzle, and oon- 
sisted of a round duct with a streamlined bullet carried on its centre- 
line by a single hollow arm. From the bullet the sting, with the model 
on its downstream end, was supported so as to locate the outlet plane of 
the model in the window of the viewing section. An inner load-carrying 
tube delivered air to the model, controlled externally, and instrumenta- 
tion lines from the model passed between the inner tube and outer cover of 
the sting. 

The transonio line was equipped with a slotted nozzle of circular 
cross-section, 11.3 in. diameter (Figure 2), whose outlet Mach number 
could be varied simply by adJustment of the pressure ratio applied to the 
nozzle. Calibration of a similar system' had shown that good distribu- 
tion could be obtained with a sting in position up to i&h number 1.4, and 
in the present work no drsturbing effects were observed at 1.5. 

For the supersonic line a two-dimensional flexible wall nozzle was 
used mth 12 in. x 12 in. outlet, which had nom].nal design Maoh number 
limits of I.3 and 3.5 (Figure 3). Vith the sting present, however, 
throat blockage imposed an upper limit of 2.6. This nozzle had been 
tested previously with a dummy sting2 , and found to give distortions, 
based on sidewall static pressure, of less than I.3 por cent of the mean 
hach number in the liorking section for Mach numbers between 1.5 and 2.2. 
The Mach number distribution obtained from traverses in the freestream was 
better than this figure. 
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Tests in quiescent air were carrx!d out by enclosing the end of the 
sting in a depression chamber, to which was connected a diffuser system 
for pressure recovery (Plgure 4). 

Figures 5 end 6 show the pomctry of the test model. Throat dia- 
meter was 2.000 in., nominal design pressure ratlo 20, and the ratio plane 
exit area/geometric throat area was 2.90. Approach and divergent semi- 
angles were loo, and a radius of curvature of 1.0 in. blended the two 
conical sections at the throat. The model afterbody was continued paral- 
lel up to the outlet plane, forming a narrow annular base 0.050 in. wide, 

3.0 Instrumentation and air supplies -. 

No thrust measuring equipment was fitted in this test rig, and 
model znternal gross thrust was derived from:- 

(i) Knowledge of discharge coefflclent (CD), obtained from tests on a 
quiescent air rig equipped for mass flow measurement. Nhen 
choked, this model was found to have CD = O.STl. 

(ii) Calculated stream thrust at the throat plane. 

(iii) Measurement of pressures along the diverLent portion of the nozzle. 

(iv) Measurement of base pressure. 

(VI Computed allowance for friction. 

The expressIon for gross thrust efficiency" was derived in Reference 3:- 

tskzng y = 1.4, 

where @ = vacuum stream thrust efficiency at the throat, taken to be 
1.003 when choked as m Reference 5 for similar throat geometryt 

In accordance with the argument presented in Referonce 3, no correction 
for "real air" effects has been applied. 
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Pressure instrumentation on the model accordingly consisted of:- 

(i) A rake of 7 pitot tubes 1 mm o.d. at entry, spaced on an equal-area 
basxs. 

(ii) Eleven static tappings spirally positIoned. aown the dIvergent sec- 
_ tlon, each 0.020 In. diameter. 

(d.1) Two tappings spaced 90° apart m the base annulus. 

(IV) Two static tappings on the external surface. 

Each test line nozzle was fitted with wall pressure tappIngs, and these 
were considered to be more reliable in assessment of external Mach number 
than the model afterbody tappings. 

Air supply temperature to both model and test line nozzle was maln- 
tained pnthin the range 25 to 35'C at all times, and no further attention 
was paid to temperature measurement. Air dryness was measured by an 
R.A.E.-Bedford pattern frost-point hygrometer, and held at better than 
-2O'C throughout. 

Supply pressure was at a level of 5 atmospheres, and throttled 
independently as required for model and external Mow lmes. 

4.0 Node1 operating conditions 

The following values of external Eaach number were chosen:- 

(1) Supersoluc line: Mcc= 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.4. 

(ii) Transonic line: Mco= 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5. 

At each Mach number the model was tested over a representative band of 
exhaust pressure ratio (E.P.R.) within the limits 2 and 20, except in the 
quiescent case where tests covered the whole of this range. 

5.0 Model performance 

5.1 Base pressure -_--- 

This quantity, whxh controls the performance of an Internal- 
expansion nozzle of gxven geometry, results from the rnteractlon of the 
Internal and exiernal flows which meet at the nozzle outlet. From 
theoretical considerations, boundary layer thicknesses are known to be 
of great importance in determinlng conditions in this mixing region and 
hence the base pressure Itself, as IS also the thickness of base separat- 
mg the two streams, round which they have to bend. In practical lnstal- 
lations, where large base areas are likely to be avolded, the thickness of 
the external boundary layer 1s generally much greater than that of the 
internal, so that the former becomes a dominant quentrty in the control of 
base pressure. 

In the present test arrangement , a somewhat unnaturally thick outer 
boundary layer x>!as produced by the long length of parallel sting tube on 
which the model was mounted. ;leasurements made in the freestream 
suggested a boundary layer height of around $ In. on the outer surface of 
the model in both external flow lines and at all values of Mach number: 
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this height is 21 per cent of the model outer diameter. An engine 
nacelle might be expected to grow a boundary layer perhaps 12 per cent of 
its diameter by the nozzle outlet plane, so that base pressures in prac- 
tice would tend to be rather lower than those measured here. 

The effect of base pressure is two-fold. First, by depressing 
below ambient the pressure to which the nozzle is exhausting, it causes a 
higher pressure ratio to be applied across the nozzle for a given inlet 
total pressure. Although the nozzle internal efficLency, based on 
applied pressure ratlo (A.P.R.), may in consequence be increased, the net 
effect is a loss of performance. This can be realised by considering how 
much more of the divergent walls of the nozzle are subjected to a pressure 
below ambient. Secondly, there will be a higher drag on the base area 
itself. 

In the expression for thrust efficiency given in Section 3.0, no 
account is taken of this base drag term. Efficiency may thus be computed 
in terms of either A.P.R. or E.P.R. at will, depending which value is used 
for the quantity R. The two forms of efficiency are related by the sym- 
metrical equation, 

where K = 0.3966 m these tests. In the case of an internal expansion 
nozzle, the efficiency based on A.P.R. would be expected to be independent 
of Moo, as it is a function only of internal flow conditions, and as such 
could be determined from tests on a quiescent air rig. But the aircraft 
project engineer, who generally knows only the E.P.9. and MCO, requires his 
efficiency to he based upon E.P.R. The link between these features is, 
of course, a knowledge of base pressure. 

Two ways of presenting this have been used. Figure 7 gives the 

, and Figure 8 the base pressure coefficient, in both 

cases as functions of E.P.R. and Mm. It will bc observed that in 
Figure 7 the curve for each value of Mmdrops abruptly, implying a large 
change in A.P.R. for a quite small variation in E.P.R. Thereafter all 

pb 
results lie within a Common and fairly narrow band, z increasing gradu- 
ally in level with E.P.R. Corresponding to this band is the limiting 
curve of base pressure coefficient in Figure 8. 

5.2 Internal pressures . 

Typical internal pressure distributions are shown in Figures 9 to 
II for a range of A.P.R. in each of the three test arrangements. Differ- 
ences in separation pattern between the three figures are associated with 
the fact that the level of model inlet total pressure oorresponding to any 
particular A.P.R. varied in each system according to the different pres- 
sure recovery characteristics. In general, the highest levels of Pt 
occurred in the quiescent air test line, and the lowest with supersonic 
external flow. For any one system and Mach number, Pt increased 
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approximately in proportion to E.P.R. values of throat Reynolds number 
(proportional to Pt) appear in Figure 12, on which is also marked the 
level at 1.0 millaon below which the boundary lager in a nozzle of this 
type is thought not to be fully turbulent!+. It can be seen that in this 
category lie all the supersonic test line results be1owA.P.R. IL, some of 
the transonic test line results below A.P.R. 4, and none of the quiescent 
line results. Reference to Figures 9 to 11 indicates good correspondence 
between the division marked in Figure 12 and the forms of separation pat- 
tern observed. 

5.3 zrht efficiency 

Turnang to Figure 13, the efficiency based on E.P.R. is seen to 
depart less and iess readily from the "running full" line as Moois 
increased, reflecting the reduction in base pressure ratio (see Figure 7). 
The inflection or "wiggle" in some of the curves occurs during the abrupt 

'b fall in E already noted. 

Across the plot of Figure 13 could be drawn an engine operating 
line, connecting E.P.R. with A&for any particular project. It is likely 
that for the acceleration phase of a typical flight plan such a character- 
istic would, very approximately, run level at around 80 per cent effici- 
ency to meet the "running full" line, and thereafter follow it up to the 
design point. 

In calculating the values ofnF according to the equation given in 
Section 3.0, an estimate must be made of the amount to be deducted for 
friction. Curves are available5 of quantities termed the "momentum loss" 
and "displacement loss", whose sum represents the net deduction required 
in this case. Unfortunately, the changing level of throat Reynolds num- 
ber and the rather uncertain state of the boundary layer introduce compli- 
cations. The effect on friction of transition and of Reynolds number as 
such tend, however, to be opposite in sense, and for simplicity a constant 
correction of 0.70 per cent has been applied throughout, this value being 
appropriate to the design-point operating conditions. 

Efficrencies based on A.P.R. are shown in Figure 14. The same 
friction allowance has been incorporated as in Figure 13, and the design- 
point levels of efficiency are the same. At low pressure ratios, the 
situation is largely controlled by the effect of boundary layer conditions 
on separation, according to Figure 12. For comparison, on Figure 14 have 
been included two cllrves:- 

(i) taken from Reference 5, where an essentially identical nozzle with 
laminar boundary layer was tested on a quiescent air rig equipped 
for thrust measurement; 

(ii) the quiescent air results taken from Figure 13, for which the boun- 
dary layer is beyond doubt turbulent (see Figures II-and 12). 

Inspection then reveals that those external flow points which, from 
Figure 12, would be expected to be turbulent, do in fact lie fairly well 
around the appropriate curve in Figure 14. It may be observed that only 
in the range of A.P.R. 5 to 11 is there any large difference in efficiency 
level as between the curves for laminar and turbulent separation 
(Figure 14), and reference to Figure 12 shows tnac. almost no experimental 
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points exist in this range for which the boundary layer would be expected 
to be other than turbulent. This results from the circumstance, already 
noted, that with external flow the A.P.R. changes very rapdly within a 
certain band for quite small varlatlon of E.P.R., and this band happens to 
correspond. more or less to the range in which the laminar and turbulent 
curves differ most widely. Elsewhere, differences are masked by the 
experlmental scatter In Figure 14; and any trend, as for instance from 
lamlnar efficiency level at low A.P.R. to turbulent at high as would be 
suggested by Fi gure 12, is dlfflcult to detect. Reverting to Figure 13, 
it 1s worth noting that of the data shovn almost none are other than tur- 
bulent, since the laminar results gave very low efficiencies based on 
6.P.R. which are not shown on the graph. 

It is of interest to compare the design-point efficiency of 0.991 f 

from Figures 13 and. 14 with that obtained from the thrust rlg5. A 
design-point fxgure of 0.990 was there obtained, with a laminsr boundary 
layer and low Reynolds number, hence a reduced friction loss. Making 
allowance for these effects, the comparable thrust rig answer would be 
0.9882. Although In general it 1s thought that sccuracy better than 
4 per cent should not be claimed for pressure plotting methods, the stan- 
dard of agreement In thus particular case IS quite good. 

It should be noted that curves of both qF(APR) .snd~~(~~~) peak 
when the approprlatc pressure ratio (either A.P.R. or E.P.R.) 1s equal to 
the nozzle design pressure ratio, that is to say when the nozzle is 
correctly expanded to the reference pressure, be It either p0 or Pm. 
Similarly, the "running full" line (v versus pressure ratlo) 1s indepcn- 
dent of whxh pressure ratio is used. 

When employing these test results In the form ~F(EPR), It should 
be remembered that no allowance is included for the drag force on the 
annular base. If an overall external effxlenoy is required for cornpar=- 
son with other systems, as for instance any arrangement lncorporatlng base 
bleed, then a quantltytn must be deducted fromvF(Em), given by 

1 
- --=- A. If. IL. 

where Ab 1s the annular base area. Values of ATJ are g=ven in Figure 15. 

f 0.598 berm-e corx'ection Ior TrlcCIon 
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APPENDIX 

Symbols and definitions 

isentropic throat area 

geometric throat area 

geometric plane outlet area 

surface area 

discharge coefficient = actual air mass flow A* 
isentropic air mass flow for the =s 

same physical throat area 
s/q 

flom parameter = - 
A+% 

freestream Mach number 

model entry total pressure 

model base pressure 

model internal wall pressure 

freestream static pressure 

mass flOM 

pressure ratio (see A.P.R. and E.P.R.) 

model throat Reynolds number (based on throat diameter and 
sonic conditions) 

model entry total temperature 

isentropic velocity 

measured gauge thrust at given 
gross thrust efficiency = pressure ratio R 

gauge thrust of an isentropic nozzle, 
passing the same flow, at the same 
pressure ratio R, and fully expanded 

Y&CUUm Strea?l thrust efficiency at the throat 

shear stress at mall 

i( 
%d A-. \ 

friction correction term = 
"i 

AgPt 

applzed pressure ratio = model entry total pressure = pt 
model base pressure pb 

exhaust pressure ratio = model entry total pressure Pt 
frcestream static pressure = iZ 

D 76916/l/125875 Klc lo/66 R 
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